Abstract-Based on the features of Chinese market and Chinese institution, this paper intends to study the relationship between earnings management and tax burden by using the account error correction data. As is revealed in the study, the fundamental goal of the earnings management in the listed companies is to allegedly inflate earnings. However, the majority of the companies won't pay the extra taxes and instead, they decrease tax reporting. Little tax restrictions have been attached to the accounting earnings, Therefore tax reduction may be attributed to the way rather than the goal of earnings management. The implication of the phenomena is that analysis on book-tax differences may be the useful tool for supervisors to investigate the earnings management behaviour, for investors and CPA to appraise the quality of accounting information, and for tax sections to supervise the tax report.
INTRODUCTION
The relationship between earnings management and the tax burden is the most basic and important issue concern about capital market supervision and the coordination between tax laws and financial accounting rules. With the continuous development of China's capital markets, earnings management of listed companies growing more frequent and expansive, The earnings management comes to be an important issue which cannot be ignored by China's administration of accounting and capital market. The study of earnings management and its binding mechanism is important for improving accounting standards and capital market supervision system. In this regard, scholars have carried out numerous studies, and practitioners are constantly sewn up law and control measures for earnings management. Combined with foreign research results and practical experience, some mechanism of earning management-the capital market system causes, listed company executives bonuses motivation, debt covenants motivation, politic cost drivers，have already been carried out and confirmed by a lot of evidences, and they have already been applied in supervision practice. However, what is the relationship between the accounting earnings tax factors and earnings management? Is Tax management the motive for earnings management?
In this regard, foreign studies have two views and relevant evidence. One view is that tax avoidance is an important motivation for the earnings management of a listed company; a listed company can use surplus tax revenue to achieve the best interests; the other view is tax avoidance is not the main motivation earnings management, earnings management of a listed company is not just for tax revenue potential gains, on the contrary, they will not hesitate to take the corresponding tax expense for the potential benefits [1] [2] . In the emerging and transitional Chinese capital market, listed companies tend to exaggerate there earnings for placement of shares, and tax avoidance motive made companies to under-report earnings, in this dilemma, How do Chinese listed companies? Will the balance tilt to the tax? Can Tax burden as a tool for detecting earnings management? Study of this issue will help us to understand the earnings management and tax behavioral of china's listed companies. However, so far, most of the earnings management literatures ignore this tax factor for earning management, and the research on Chinese capital market is weak; cannot meet the regulatory decision-making practices and the needs of investors [3] . This work will base on China's market characteristics and institutional characteristics [4] , using accounting errors data to find the relationships between earnings management and tax burden, trying to deepen the understanding and detecting earning management by using tax tools, providing experience and evidence for making capital market decisions about relevant aspects [5] .
II. LIPSCHITZ CONTINUITY THEORY AND ALGORITHM
In mathematical analysis, Lipschitz continuity, named after Rudolf Lipschitz, is a strong form of uniform continuity for functions. Intuitively, a Lipschitz continuous function is limited in how fast it can change: there exists a definite real number such that, for every pair of points on the graph of this function, the absolute value of the slope of the line connecting them is not greater than this real number; this bound is called the function's "Lipschitz constant" (or "modulus of uniform continuity") [6] .
In the theory of differential equations, Lipschitz continuity is the central condition of the Picard-Lindelöf theorem which guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the solution to an initial value problem. A special type of Lipschitz continuity, called contraction, is widely used in the Banach fixed point theorem [7] . 
Any such K is referred to as a Lipschitz constant for the function f. The smallest constant is sometimes called the (best) Lipschitz constant; however in most cases the latter notion is less relevant. If K = 1 the function is called a short map, and if 0 ≤ K < 1 the function is called a contraction.
The inequality is (trivially) satisfied if x1 = x2. Otherwise, one can equivalently define a function to be Lipschitz continuous if and only if there is a constant K ≥ 0 such that, for all x1 ≠ x2, we have: A function is called locally Lipschitz continuous if for every x in X there exists a neighborhood U of x such that f restricted to U is Lipschitz continuous. Equivalently, if X is a locally compact metric space, then f is locally Lipschitz if and only if it is Lipschitz continuous on every compact subset of X. In spaces that are not locally compact, this is a necessary but not a sufficient condition.
More generally, a function f defined on X is said to be Hölder continuous or to satisfy a Hölder condition of order α > 0 on X if there exists a constant M > 0 such that
For all x and y in X. Sometimes a Hölder condition of order α is also called a uniform Lipschitz condition of order α > 0. If there exists a K ≥ 1 with
Then f is called bilipschitz (also written bi-Lipschitz). A bilipschitz mapping is injective, and is in fact a homeomorphism onto its image. A bilipschitz function is the same thing as an injective Lipschitz function whose inverse function is also Lipschitz. Subjective bilipschitz functions are exactly the isomorphism of metric spaces [8] [9] .
III. STATISTICAL ANALYSES
To overcome the defects in existing literature, this sample design and the need to achieve a surplus on the inflated surplus of these inflated to bear the precise measure of the additional taxes and fees. Accounting errors listed companies in China just to meet this requirement. First, the accounting errors mean that the company has taken inappropriate accounting policies and methods, regardless of its cause, changing earnings means earnings management, thus does not require subjective judgments, the study will overcome arbitrary or speculation; second, the original sample companies must disclose their tax surplus, but also disclosed accounting errors and earnings after tax, which provides accurate and objective measure about the inflated earnings and earnings for these inflated incurred Additional taxes and fees.
In this paper, we take companies which are listed in the Shanghai Stock Exchange from 2008 to 2012 and reported related to accounting errors as sample, for each company, we hand-collected and compiled in the Shanghai Stock Exchange issued a "notice of correction of accounting errors" (hereinafter referred to as "Notice"). "Notice" is given for the stock adjustment behavior of listed companies' summary accounting records, and describes the specific adjustments of the company and adjusted results.
Sample selection process is as follows, from January 2008 to October 2012, a total of 125 times published notice of the company accounting errors, of course, this does not mean that all 125 sub-companies evidently tend to deliberately fraud, therefore, we delete the nine times which objective reasons to accounting errors are given, leaving 119 sub-companies; remove four times the data incomplete samples, and leave 115 companies as samples, and received these company's accounting error correction data. " Table I " summarized the sample company selection process. For each sample company, we collected the original file of annual disclosure reports and connection of accounting errors related documents, and analyzed the accounting methods related to annual accounting earnings accounting errors. In the company inflating earnings, The means including "fictitious income", "low total cost/costs", "High total inventory", "buying consolidated accounting manipulation," "undue cost of capital" and "tax evasion", "improper revenue recognition," false assets other than inventory, non-monetary asset exchange", etc.. " Table II" reflects the proportion of these means. Overall 115 valid samples inflated profits 1,001,987,122 yuan, an average of each sub-sample of the company inflated profits 8,712,931.50 yuan, of which the company inflated the median profit 3,694,081.71 yuan. The company inflated earnings were inflated profits 1,834,652,178 yuan, virtual cut earnings by the company were false profits 832,665,056 yuan. For the tax situation, 115 samples of the companies involved in tax adjustments is 43, 37.39% of the total sample, the overall total evade tax 34,552,642 yuan. In the company relate to tax adjustments, 33 less paid the tax (28.7%), less total tax 112,155,092.3 yuan, merely 10 paid more tax (8.7%), a total of more taxes 77,602,450.46 yuan. While the other 72 companies no tax adjustment. Thus, 85 companies inflated earnings，the companies paid higher taxes only 10, indicating that most of the earnings management of listed companies has not brought additional tax revenue, most of the company pay tax with the Company's actual taxable profits, but reported higher inflated profits. On the whole, 115 samples of inflated profits 1,001,987,122 yuan, but less tax 34,552,642 yuan. Therefore, on the whole, China's listed companies' earnings management have not brought the increase in taxes, on the contrary, through appropriate measures, to achieve inflated earnings and reduce the tax burden "double harvest" situation, there is no surplus management and tax burden weighing difficulties. Its regulatory implications of a very rich, further analysis is under below.
Evade tax 34,552,642 yuan. In the company relate to tax adjustments, 33 less paid the tax (28.7%), less total tax 112,155,092.3 yuan, merely 10 paid more tax (8.7%), a total of more taxes 77,602,450.46 yuan. while the other 72 companies no tax adjustment. thus, 85 companies inflated earnings, the companies paid higher taxes only 10, indicating that most of the earnings management of listed companies has not brought additional tax revenue, most of the company pay tax with the. Company's actual taxable profits, but reported higher inflated profits. On the whole, 115 samples of inflated profits 1,001,987,122 yuan, but less tax 34,552,642 yuan. Therefore, on the whole, China's listed companies' earnings management have not brought the increase in taxes, on the contrary, through appropriate measures, to achieve inflated earnings and reduce the tax burden "double harvest" situation, there is no surplus management and tax burden weighing difficulties. Its regulatory implications of a very rich, further analysis is under below.
From "Table III" can be clearly seen that most of the earnings management of the company did not bear the additional tax burden, on the contrary, some companies had inflated earnings by a false tax return, which accounts for 31.8% of companies inflated surplus. These companies on the one hand inflated earnings; on the one hand reduce the tax return in order to achieve the dual income of earnings management and tax management. Of course, this may be because in the process of earnings management these companies did not consider the factors of tax revenue. The proportion of companies paid less tax in the virtual surplus' companies is not high, only by these company's 25.0%, no tax adjustment companies accounted for 45.8%, lower than the company the inflated earnings 64 .7% ratio. In the virtual reduced earnings companies, there are also the cases of inflated tax, accounting these company's 29.2%. The above data analysis shows that there is a tendency that companies virtual inflated earnings and virtually minus tax, or earnings management and tax management practices are two independent acts, the company earnings management is likely the process does not consider tax factors. In short, the company is almost impossible to carry out the virtual in order to reduce the tax cut the surplus earnings management, that is, in our current institutional environment; tax avoidance is not the motivation for earnings management.
" Table IV" gives the earnings management and tax adjustments of specific statistical data; From " Table IV" whether virtual inflated earning or virtual minus profitable companies, there is the phenomenon of virtual minus tax charges, regardless of the median number and the average number of virtual minus tax fees were clear showed this phenomena, resulting in the overall sample which showed the false tax reduction. Therefore, the company there is a tendency to false tax charges. From earnings management situation, regardless of the overall sample mean or median earnings have shown inflated, which is listed company inflated profits through earnings management consistent with commonsense. In the company inflated earnings, the tax reduction phenomenon is very obvious false, indicating that either the company during the existence of earnings management, but also reduce the tax burden by means of false, in order to achieve the double earnings management and tax reduction goals, or even false reduce the tax burden in order to improve earnings, reduce the tax burden to the false earnings management as an important means; or earnings management and tax management are two independent acts, the company earnings management process does not consider tax factors, while in tax administration also does not exist will not bear any additional tax the profits. In the company of virtual minus surplus, while the overall situation there is less tax imaginary, but did not achieve tax reduction and the virtual change in the same proportion of profits. Accordingly, the consolidated above, be sure that the institutional environment in China, the company is almost non-existent earnings management and tax management dilemma decision-making situations, tax avoidance is not the motivation for earnings management, earnings management cannot consider tax factors, Excluding a tax return is also free to factor in earnings management, corporate accounting practices lack the necessary tax constraints. On the contrary, false tax burden may be reduced to a lower surplus means inflated.
IV. CONCLUSION
The relationship of earnings management and the tax burden the most basic and important issue of capital market supervision and coordination of tax fee and accounting. Is tax burden management the motive for earnings management? What is the relationship? In the obvious characteristics of emerging and transitional capital market, the placement of shares of listed companies qualify for the pursuit of such motives tend to exaggerate the potential surplus, and tax avoidance motive of the company reported lower earnings in this dilemma, the value of listed companies in China affiliation? The balance will tilt to the tax? Difference between tax and can detect earnings management as a tool? However, so far, most of the earnings management literature ignores this factor tax for capital market research in China is weak, cannot regulatory decision-making practices meet and needs of investors. This will be based China's market characteristics and institutional characteristics, the use of accounting errors data, earnings management and tax burden study the relationship between earnings management in order to deepen the understanding and detection tools, and relevant aspects of the capital market decisions experience and evidence.
Study found that the basic objective of earnings management is inflated earnings, accounting for 73.9% of sample companies, which domestic and international capital markets law consistent with earnings management. Whether or virtual inflated earnings profitable companies, there is the phenomenon of false tax charge, resulting in the overall sample showed false tax cut. In the company inflated earnings, taxes, the phenomenon of virtual reduction is very obvious reduction in the surplus of virtual companies, while the overall situation there is less tax imaginary, but did not achieve reduction of profits tax and the virtual change in the same proportion. Therefore, most of the earnings management of the company did not bear the additional tax burden on the contrary; some companies have inflated earnings by a false tax return, the company is almost impossible to carry out the virtual in order to reduce the tax cut the surplus earnings management, namely, the existing institutional environment in China, the company is almost non-existent earnings management and tax management dilemma decision-making situations, tax avoidance is not the motivation for earnings management, earnings management cannot consider tax factors, tax returns are also free to remove surplus management factors，the company lacks the necessary tax accounting practices restraint. On the contrary, false tax burden may be reduced to a lower surplus means inflated.
